SUBJECT AREAS

ACROSS
1. Art that is increasing
8. Lack of experience
15. "Star Trek" race with a V-shaped forehead
16. PDF reader
17. Quarantine, e.g.
18. Really passionate
19. Marlins manager Mattingly
20. Ruffles features
22. Freshly
24. Miasma
25. Topic of discussion
29. What a pot user might collect
31. Heat point guard Kendrick
34. Make a go of it
35. Implant material
37. "Let go of that thing!"
38. Classes you might Zoom through, and a hint to this puzzle's theme
40. Keoghan who hosts "The Amazing Race"
41. Reaching the top, as a wave
42. Expert in 47-Across: Abbr.
43. Action star Jackie
44. Retreat, as a wave
45. Primer for wall paint
47. See 42-Across
49. Actress Shawkat
50. Mail room job
51. Good for something
52. Workout clothing
53. Dismissal from a position
54. Sleep Number rival
55. Affair
56. Darn clothes
57. Like better cheddar
60. Run
64. Points in the right direction
65. Like romantic walks
66. Unleashes one's claws upon
67. Bettors' practices

DOWN
1. Big name in frozen food
2. Grammy-winning producer Mark
3. "Catch you on the flip"
4. Coastal bird
5. Actress Shawkat
6. Sail supporter
7. "I'm behind the door!"
8. Gung-ho
9. Doing remarkably on
10. Voted for a candidate not on the ballot, say
11. Exactly
12. Black, poetically
13. Droops down
14. 28-Down problem
15. Quality of babes
21. "Mack the Knife" composer
22. Recoil
26. "The Girl With the Dragon Tattoo" author ___ Larsson
27. Ceremonial containers
28. Word with black, red, or pink
30. High priest of Shiloh in the Old Testament
32. Domino's rival
33. Take one's balls and go home?
35. Bad moods
36. Voice actor Michael of "The Lego Batman Movie"
37. Katy Tur's network
38. "Heaven help us!"
39. Tease mercilessly
40. Cribbage piece
42. Features of the mile-long CVS receipts
43. Quality of babes
44. Golfing-with-the-stars events
46. Mail room job
48. Workout clothing
49. Sleep Number rival
50. Good for something
51. Edit down further, as a video
52. Work out further, as a video
53. Item for the mile-long CVS receipts
54. Topic of discussion
55. Activity
56. amenities
57. What a chaser follows
58. Put on staff
59. Turkey's home
60. Run
61. Tactical maneuver
62. They've got big heads
63. "La Vie Bohème" musical